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Introduction 

 

 

From November 2017 to March 2018, I had opportunities to work with each and every 

member of the Bronx Park community. We called this program “Everybody Writes!” because the 

focus was on giving every student and every teacher a chance to explore creative writing and develop 

as creative learners. I worked with Bronx Park teachers in professional development sessions, creating 

space and time for them to experiment as writers and articulate their own philosophies of teaching 

and writing. I also visited ELA classrooms in each grade (6th, 7th, and 8th), working directly with the 

students to support their creative writing and reading. I even had a chance to work with English 

Language Learner students on writing that blends languages and embraces linguistic diversity. In the 

process, I got to know a vibrant and committed community of learners and educators, and an inspiring 

group of creative minds.  

This is one of three anthologies that gather the creative work that Bronx Park students and 

teachers created during this residency; it features the work of 6th-grade students and Bronx Park 

teachers.  

I visited the 6th-grade classes during their unit on Mythology. We talked about the way that 

myths are passed through time, the way they change, and take different forms. We learned that myths 

were passed down though oral storytelling, poems, plays, even through pottery, and that every time 

the stories were retold, they shifted form. In that spirit, we focused our creative work on rewriting and 

recasting those myths.  

We began by creating erasure poems of some of the myths that students had read—taking the 

text from myths like “Pandora’s Box” and “Medusa,” and selecting words that would form a poem. 

Some students uncovered poems that retold the myths with incredible concision and clarity, while 

others recast the myth into a new tale entirely.  

We also considered the depth and complexity of mythical characters. We read two poems 

addressed to Medusa, one by Sylvia Plath, and one by Lynn Schmeidler called “Goodbye Letter to the 

Medusa That Was My BFF.” Students took inspiration from these poems, and wrote their own letters 

to Medusa, taking a myriad of approaches. Some students saw her as ugly, others as beautiful. Some 

thought she was a villain, others thought she was simply misunderstood.  

As I read these mythical retellings, I am struck by the human complexity that students 

uncovered in these age-old tales, and the way that they were able to understand and engage with these 

myths as they would a friend—playfully creating a conversation across time. 

This anthology also includes erasure poems that Bronx Park teachers created, inspired by the 

work of 6th-grade students. They used texts and handouts from their own classrooms as source 

material, and discovered that poems can be found in any subject area.  
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I’d like to thank Principal Rinaldi and Assistant Principal Hammack for making this 

residency possible, along with the 6th-grade teachers—Ms. O’Neil, Ms. Sonneborn, and Ms. 

Mercedes—who welcomed me into their classrooms, and collaborated in this creative writing 

experience. Thanks also to the whole staff at Bronx Park, for building such a positive and creative 

environment for learning. And above all, thank you to the students and teachers whose words are 

contained within these pages. To everyone at Bronx Park: keep on writing! 

 

Erika Luckert 

March 2018 
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ANTHONY B. 

R.I.P 

Dear Medusa... 

Medusa you got what you deserved.  

you deserved to get snakes in your hair 

you were a show-off about your hair  

and your prettiness and you would  

make people feel bad and now you  

should too. Please fix yourself.  

CHRISTOPHER J. 

Dear Medusa 

You are ugly and you are never going to have a friend because you are ugly. 

You look more better than Donald Trump and his wife. 

CLOE C. 

Dear Medusa, 

You are more beautiful now; if you wouldn’t show off your beauty you wouldn’t be a monster. You 

got what you deserved you turn in to what you are in the inside. So I don’t think that you are a monster; 

I think that you are misheard. I hope you learned your lesson for being a hideous monster. 
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DANIEL C. 
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Dear Medusa  

Medusa, you are the coolest goddess in the world. They call you hideous, but you can’t lie; your hair 

looks kind of freaky, but your eyes are really cool. I can’t stand when you turn people into stone, and 

we both know that you need to go get some new clothes. I want to know why you turn people into 

stone, and I think that you should not continue turning people into stone.  

 

 

 

 

DIMITRI B. 

A Quick One 

Street disciples, my raps are trifle, I shoot slugs from my brain just a rifle, 

Stampede the stage, I leave the microphone split, playing Mr.Tuffy while I’m on some pretty tone shit 

Verbal assassin, my architect please when I was 7 I went to hell for snuffing Jesus 

I’m a rebel to America, police murder, I’m causing hysteria 

My troops roll up in a strange force, I was trapped in a cage and let out by the main source 

Swimmin’ in women like a lifeguard, put on a bullet-proof nigga I strike hard, 

Kidnap the president's wife without a plan and hanging niggas like the Ku Klux Klan 

I melt mics till the sound is over, before stepping up to me you better step up to Jehovah 

Slamming MC on Cement, cause verbally I’m iller than an AIDS patient 

I move swift and uplift your mind, shoot the gift when I riff in rhyme 

Rapping Sniper, speaking real words, thoughts react like Steven Spielberg’s 

Poetry attacks, paragraph punch hard 

My brain is insane, I’m out to lunch, god 

Science is dropped, My raps are toxic 

My voice box locks and excel like a rocket   
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ESTRELLA B. 
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HASAN G. 
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IAN T. 

Dear Medusa 

Medusa you’re so ugly that you make people turn into stone. I think you and IT should be dating. You 

look so weird and scary and a crackhead. But I only like the crazy snakes on your head. Your forehead 

is so big I can write on it. 
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ISABELLE L. 
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KIANNA 
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KYLA O. 
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Dear Medusa 

You’re beautiful in movies 

but not in real life. If you weren't   

showing off your beauty and talking about people  

then you wouldn't have turned into a monster. 

You should be locked away for turning people to stone and basically killing them.  

One day I hope you find something to turn you back to a normal human. 

PRESTON P. 
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REHANNA R. 

medusa & athena fight story 

This story started all because of medusa. She was acting like she was all that but she really is not. This 

is because athena told her that she wasn’t all that. 
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RICHARD S. 
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Dear Medusa 

You look like a crackhead with snakes on your head. You are more ugly than the snakes on your head. 

If you come near my house I will cut off your head with a sword, then I will feed you to my komodo 

dragon. 

 

 

 

 

 

YOELVIN V. 

Dear Medusa 

You are very selfish because you only think about yourself.  

Even if you were pretty you could have talked about something else but that. 

Also, with the snakes in your hair, you look worse.  

I don’t know why you are always gassing yourself.  

I just have to let you know that  you are not the prettiest girl in the world.  

You are ugly and no one likes you. 
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SEONI R. 
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ABBA J. 
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Dear Medusa, 

              I honestly don’t even like you at all.  

Your hair is snakes, and you harm people just because you think your all that and the most beautiful 

girl in the world.  

              That is exactly what you get, Athena did the right choice. I hope you learned your lesson. 

 

 

 

ADRIAN S. 

Dear: MEDUSA 

Medusa you are ugly and a BLOOD MONSTER  

Medusa they call you hideous, but I admire your looks PSYCH!  

Nobody likes you just deal with your ugliness ALONE   

And I don’t know why they call you a her you’re just an IT.  

Medusa I don’t know why anyone can stand you 

Every time I see you your ugliness come I have to 

TURN THE OTHER WAY.  

Cover your mouth that stinkyness comes and I’m moving out 

GOOD LUCK TO YOU IN JAIL SNAKE MONSTER. 
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ANASTACIA V. 

Dear Medusa  

At first you thought you had it all  

until Athena struck you like a bowling ball. 

She got you back with snakes in your hair  

which you thought was totally unfair. 

ARIANA P 

Dear Medusa 

 You have a different look now I see 

 I always thought you were always better than me 

 Your eyes shine like the moon and stars 

 And then when I try to see them they seem too far 

 I am behind bars I need to escape 

 I have belief in you and I have trust in you, I have faith 

I’m home and I’m wondering about you 

 I don’t know where you’re at, I have no clue. 

 

I stare into the moon thinking of you 

 And I stare only when the sky is blue 

 Sitting there while I make my brew 

 Still have a red scar 

 If I drive away in my car 

 I need you to get me out of here 

 With help from your beautiful hair 

And I think it is fair 

To always share.  
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ATHENA V 

Dear Medusa 

Medusa, Medusa you’re my best friend, I promise to get you beauty  

You might have a head full of snakes but I’ll always think you’re pretty  

Athena can be mean but it’s true that you only think about yourself 

 

Medusa, Medusa you’re my best friend and I hope when people look at you  

They don’t see an ugly person and they see a beautiful girl with very nice-looking hair 

DANE P. 

The curse upon pandora 

Zeus appears as the days go by something magical been watching pandora from above at the last 

minute she will not be able to resist pandora takes the box she shakes it gently. Suddenly a golden light 

shines through its crack. 

 

Pandora releases the golden latch and a horrible foul smell emerges. Creatures with devilish faces fly 

out. Aaaaaah! We’re free! DISEASE at last pandora who are you? I am envy that’s deceit. And that’s 

disease. 
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DAVID A. 

Dear Medusa 

I have bought you a present I’m trusting you to keep 

This rare treasure.  As days go by, Zeus and Hera  

Been watching you from above.   
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DESIREE F 

A box that is beautiful  

It’s extraordinary you must 

never open it. This rare 

Treasure box place it  

Wondering about what 

Is inside? Is it gold? 

Something magical? 

It will remain a mystery. 

The box will not be able 

To do one simple thing.  

These can never be contained. 

I have done foolishness! 

Clutching the box 

Golden light shines through 

its cracks. We need you! 

Save us! Aren’t you supposed 

To open it, just a little 

But it is too late. 
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DESTINY D. 

Imagine someone prettier than my beauty. 

Who overheard whispers 

Through people in the temple  

 

 
 

HENRY P.  

Dear Medusa  

You were once beautiful, but by now you have snake hair.  

You may be slick, but you always make other people sick. 

Why Medusa, must you have fought with the wonderful goddess Athena? 

Medusa, your snakes look like a bowling ball, but I hope you get hit by a wrecking ball. 

Oh Medusa, you should put some makeup on, before you make some people gone! 

Oh Medusa, you had a punishment like Pandora, but why you must watch Dora The Explorer? 

Medusa, you have to act like a child, but why do you always have to be vile? 

Medusa, you were always unpleasant, but now everything is so pleasant. 

But Medusa, I have to say goodbye, and have a good goodnight! 
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JADEN C. 

 

Medusa  

Medusa they call you 

Hideous but I admire 

The way you stay 

Beautiful in your  

Own way. 

 

Medusa you are beautiful 

In your own unique way. 

We both sometimes don’t 

Admire ourselves. 

 

Medusa I think you should 

Admire yourself like you  

Used to even though  

People call you hideous. 

Forget what all the haters 

say. 
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JADEN M. 

I grew pale. 

I ran through 

All the people  

In the temple  

Except… 

Medusa, who  

Was so busy 

Looking at 

Her reflection. 

I think you are  

Prettier than I  

Am I work play  

And learn I boast 

And admire you. 

You look so lovely 

I hid. You seek your  

Reflection live  

With the blind 

Monsters. NO! 

YOU ARE MOST 

BEAUTIFUL. 

YOU ARE MOST  

BEAUTIFUL. 
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JAYLEN N. 

Delicate people looking quickly perhaps  

Doubt it to be true but frustrated for your pride  

to teach a beautiful lovely unskilled monster  
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JULIAN B. 
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JUSTICE J. 

Imagine, Medusa sighed happily 

A beautiful temple, it is a shame it was wasted on Athena. 

While others work, Medusa boast and admire 

Athena silenced with frustrated wave 

Your loveliness shall be stripped away 

Medusa’s face changed to 

A hideous monster 
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JULIAN B. 

Dear Medusa � 

You look like a  

Deer they call � 

You ugly but you � 

Are Oh Medusa 

Do you sing like Camila? �� 

Oh Medusa Today!  

Oh Medusa you have 

Snakes in your hair � 

And maybe in your brain! � 

Oh Medusa Today! 

Oh Medusa you’re as  

Smart as a bird, bird, bird, bird � 

Oh Medusa Today!  

Oh Medusa your legs 

Are as hairy has a bear  � 

Oh Medusa Today! 

Oh Medusa your arms 

Are as long as a tree � 

Oh Medusa Today!  

Oh Medusa your eyes � 

 Look like crabs! � 

Oh Medusa Today! 
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LESLIE D 

Dear Medusa 

 
Medusa, you were a very pretty girl  

until you started talking about Athena. 

Medusa, they call you hideous, but  

I admire your personality because I  

understand you were just jealous. 

I can’t stand your snakes on your 

hair, I can’t lie. Medusa, we both 

get a type of jealous of some  

people. I want to know why  

Were you so jealous about 

Athena ? Because you were 

great the way you were.  

Never compare yourself  

To someone else because 

You’re great the way you are. 
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MAIAR M. 
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LISHAWN M. 

Dear Medusa 

Hello, Medusa, how are you?  

You look stunning with an ugly face. 

 

 

 

MICHAEL N. 

Confusion with Medusa 

You’re wicked with scaly skin I’m confused how did this happen? 

Question not answered she heard me? Following me? Here’s 

my chance to strike. Slash! What happened no one knows… 

 

 

 

 

 

 
He played tricks but people no longer looked 

To him for advice and protection conceived 

Creation to punish. This is maddening. 

Do you have any idea  

Curiosity my hunger cannot be so easily 

Satisfied. Create, strength, speed, bravery. 
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NICOLAS D.   
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Dear Medusa 

You were once a beautiful maiden. 

But after your encounter with Athena, 

you soon became a monster. You thought  

you were so full of it, but it turns out you’re  

not even worth it!! Medusa you are literally 

the snake princess now….. Which you  

know is a fact. BOOM Medusa!! What’s  

your comeback? 

 

 

NUZHAT A. 

Dear Medusa 

       With your hair full of lively snakes, no one would dare look at your horrible face. 

        A mere stare can turn anyone to stone. You don’t act proud, now that we left you 

         alone. You lived your days full of greed and regret. Now when you think back  

         You wish you could forget. To human life, you’re a horrible shame. But your 

           Heart is uglier than your face and name. 
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